MarBoom

®

“FIRST Response”
Oil Spill Containment & Protection Boom Systems

Low Cost - High Performance - Environmentally Friendly . . .
INFLATABLE - MARBOOM can rapidly be deployed
with limited manpower from land or vessel in its entire
length or quickly be cut to needed length. Due to its
flexible material, innovative design and exceptionally
high buoyancy to weight ratio, it rides the waves
smoothly. Deployment and retrieval is fast and easy.
MARBOOM is ideal for use in harbors, inner coastal
areas and offshore, as a first response oil spill or
debris containment boom. Turbidity and silt barrier
booms for permanent long term installations are also
available.

PRACTICAL - MARBOOM is delivered flat, ribbon packed in practical recyclable packaging
units or on reels. Transportation, handling and storage costs are only fractions of other same
size booms. It is now possible to establish a greater readiness on land or sea to a significantly
lower investment.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY - MARBOOM is made of a durable and strong LDPE (4)polyethylene and equipped with a reusable hot-dip galvanized chain, resulting in an exceptional
product that is at all times as environmentally friendly as the service it provides!

100% RECYCABLE! - All material, booms and barriers, packaging boxes, reels etc. are
100 % recyclable. MARBOOM is the only boom that can be completely sold back to the industry
for reuse to millions of other products or be burned without emitting toxic fumes, reducing your
total cost considerably. Regarding the chain… give us a call, or make an easy “do-it-yourself”
installation of the chain into a new replacement boom (without chain) for additional savings.
The chain can be cleaned and reused by you or returned for credit when purchasing a new
boom.

ECONOMICAL - MARBOOM is the most cost effective "Oil Spill Containment and Protection
Boom System" on the market today. The cost of a new MARBOOM is less than the cost alone of
cleaning any other same size boom… GUARANTEED! …BEST OF ALL, the costly cleaning,
handling and storage of messy oil smeared booms is no longer necessary.

Protecting our delicate environment…
…from sunset to sunset…
Contact us: info@marboom.com

Visit us at: www.marboom.com

